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ABOUT THIS SERIES

Oracle Eloqua is the most powerful 
marketing automation platform on 

the market. It has the ability to scale 
to the needs of the largest enterprises 
and the flexibility to solve just about 

anything you can throw at it. 

With all this power and functionality, 
sometimes complexity enters. That’s where 

these eBooks come in. We took Eloqua 
capabilities that draw lots of questions 

and simplified them so they are easier to 
understand and implement. At Relationship 

One, our mission is to “Inspire Success.” 
We hope that reading through this eBook 
series will inspire you to try something 

new, solve a problem you’ve been dealing 
with, or invent something that will take 
your marketing efforts to the next level. 

Let our experts help you dive into 
an area of Oracle Eloqua that you’re 

curious about and watch the inspiration 
flood in. Happy Eloqua-ing!

A MARKETING GEEK’S GUIDE TO: 
ORACLE ELOQUA  
EMAIL TEMPLATES
Email marketing is no easy game, so save some valuable time by 
leveraging Oracle Eloqua email templates. Familiar with these? 
If not, that’s okay! We are here to help. We have assembled some 
of our best content about why to use templates, comparing open 
vs. closed templates and of course, how to actually use them. So, 
polish off that coffee and get ready to get geeky with us. Let’s 
dive in!
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Email marketing is more popular than ever, and for good 
reason. With a reported $38 return for every $1 spent on 
marketing and the fact that audiences are twice as likely to 
directly communicate with your organization through email 
above any other channel, it’s likely more and more emails 
will be sent in the future.

With a growing output, it may be difficult to find ways to 
increase efficiency. One tool that can greatly increase output 
and decrease the risk of error in your messages is to use 
email templates. What exactly is an email template and what 
does it do? Moveable Ink has the best definition: “[It] is an 
HTML file that you use to build email campaigns. A good 
template will let you copy and paste content directly into the 
file and render well on desktop, mobile and across various 
email service providers. You can use the same template again 
and again for multiple campaigns with different content.”

Here are the top reasons we think your team should start 
utilizing email templates as soon as possible.

EMAIL TEMPLATES SAVE TIME
It’s reported that 63% of marketers spend at least two hours 
per campaign on content and design — not to mention 
countless hours on QA and approvals. Instead of taking even 
more time to create every email from scratch, using an email 
template allows your team members to copy a document that 
roughly fits the format of the communication you wish to 
send and simply fill in updated copy and images.

Not only does the email template save on creation time, it 
decreases the chances of making a coding error and the time 
it takes to QA your mailing. Sometimes finding bugs in code 
can take hours, and with increased workload, no one wants 
to spend time trying to find a typo.

TEMPLATES ALLOW FOR 
CONSISTENT DESIGN AND 
OPTIMIZED RESPONSIVENESS

Great email design is something most audiences have come 
to expect, and creating well thought out, cohesive design 
elements across the different types of emails that your 
organization sends improves your relationship with your 
readers, which increases the chances they will ready your 
communications, and ultimately increases your return.

If you and your team split email creation duties, it would 
be easy for inconsistency in branding and diverse design 
practices to creep into your emails. With email templates, 
each team member can simply copy the file they wish to 
duplicate and fill in their content, no need to change brand 
colors, logos, or other pre-designed elements.

Plus, with 88% of audience members reading emails on a 
mobile device, it’s more important than ever to create mobile 
responsive designs. With email templates, it’s possible to 
code a responsive email once, and have all of your content 
look pristine on all devices.

SCALABILITY
With no end in sight for the growth of email marketing, 
savvy teams will realize the more scalable their processes 
are, the better. In 2017, 205 billion emails were sent per day, 
and that number is only expected to grow by 3% every year. 
By the end of 2019, that will be 249 billion messages a day.

The more you and your team can prepare for that trend now, 
the easier it will be to ramp up production and maintain 
high production quality.

If you are looking for ways to incorporate email templates 
into your strategy, but don’t have the time or resources to 
create your own, try looking for templates you can purchase 
and customize, or look into working with a designer to 
develop a completely custom design.

Let’s look into a few different categories of templates now.

CHAPTER 1: 
MAXIMIZE YOUR MARKETING 
BUDGET AND WORKFLOW: 
UTILIZE EMAIL TEMPLATES

http://relationshipone.com/
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CHAPTER 2: 
OPEN VS. CLOSED ORACLE  
ELOQUA EMAIL TEMPLATES

One of the first questions people ask when starting out in 
Oracle Eloqua is whether to create open or closed email 
templates. Closed templates provide a much more controlled 
environment, while open templates allow users complete 
control over the final email asset. There are benefits and 
disadvantages to both approaches, so in this post we’ll 
outline the pros and cons, so you can make the right choice 
for your organization.

CLOSED EMAIL TEMPLATES
With closed email templates, the Oracle Eloqua administrator 
or template creator decides upfront what areas of the email are 
editable or can be deleted by the user. This provides a completely 
stripped-down experience for the email asset creator.

There are three ways to configure editable template sections:

1. In the preview pane, right-click areas on the 
template and mark them as editable.

2. In the HTML pane, insert two attributes 
within the code. By adding elq-edit=”true” 
and elq-delete=”true” you can define which 
elements can be edited or deleted. This is 
only available in the HTML source editor.

3. In the new Design Editor, set whether 
users can change the layout and default 
style, or change the email design, by going 
to Protected Content in the Settings

When users create a new Oracle Eloqua email asset from a 
closed template, sections that can be edited and potentially 
deleted are highlighted in a broken blue line (See below).

 

So, are closed email templates suitable for your organization? 
Here are some of the pros and cons:

PROS:
• Brand compliance and consistency: Closed templates 

allow you to explicitly define accessible areas of 
the template. Because of this, administrators and 
designers can ensure that sensitive areas, such as 
layouts, logos, or legal disclaimers, are not editable.

• Ease of use / less need for technical know-how: Closed 
templates provide a bare-bones user interface. All 
users can do is point and click on editable areas, which 
takes them to a WYSIWYG interface with access to 
a limited set of functions, such as image inserts, field 
merges, and link insertions. Because of this, users 
immediately know what can be edited and in what way.

• Avoid common coding mistakes: Editing HTML 
and CSS is pretty straightforward, but it’s more 
difficult to understand the nuances of how different 
attributes affect one another. Changing code 
without understanding the underlying structure 
can easily damage the email layout. Protected 
templates restrict access to the underlying code.

• Ensure assets render correctly: There is no standard 
way that different email clients interpret CSS. 
Email designers must track these differences and 
maintain this knowledge as each program releases 
updates. By limiting access to the CSS, organizations 
can ensure only qualified people change the 
templates so they render properly across clients.

CONS:
• Templates become more difficult to edit as designs 

become more complex: Depending on how many 
elements are made editable on the template, the 
more complex the design, the harder it is to edit.

• Need to plan for every use case, as layouts and 
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editable areas are fixed: Closed templates provide a 
very structured experience, so there’s very little the 
user can do to customize the email asset. Because of 
this, administrators must anticipate as many use cases 
as possible and develop templates for each one. This 
can result in a great proliferation of templates. This 
problem can be mitigated by using the new Oracle 
Eloqua Design Editor to allow users to change the 
layout – but this comes at the expense of consistency.

• Restrictions on advanced functionality: The 
stripped-down closed template interface means 
users do not have access to more advanced 
features, such as dynamic content, signatures or 
shared content, unless they are pre-built into the 
template. Even then, they can’t change out the 
component for another one of the same type.

• Support for only a limited set of HTML tags: Many 
users like to use the source editor to create closed 
templates. Eloqua officially supports a limited set of 
tags, and using unsupported tags can cause problems, 
such as using the protected templates in Engage.

• Errors are difficult to diagnose: Because there is 
no access to the underlying code, there’s no way to 
quickly correct an email asset. The only method 
is to debug the template, then rebuild the asset 
from scratch. Over time, because ISPs change 
how email clients render messages, you’ll likely 
need to make repeated updates, which is a pain 
if you’re trying to get an email out quickly.

OPEN EMAIL TEMPLATES
Truly open templates are only available through the Source 
Editor, which provides full access to the underlying code 
(see below). Although the new Design Editor allows users to 
apply custom code to editable sections, it doesn’t allow you 
to see or change the overall code (see below).

 

chapter 2 continued
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chapter 2 continued

Many Oracle Eloqua users opt for open templates for the 
following reasons:

PROS:
• Fully customizable layout and design: Because users 

have access to the underlying code, users with the 
appropriate experience have complete control of the 
email asset. This means the user can create more 
complex layouts than might be possible using either 
closed templates or the Design Editor. The user also 
has greater control over the asset’s responsive behavior.

• Access to advanced functionality: Users have complete 
access to all of Eloqua’s email tools, such as Dynamic 
Content, Shared Content, Signature Layouts, and more.

• Quicker deployment: Open templates are 
less complex than closed templates, so 
they are easier and faster to deploy.

• Easier to debug: Having access to all the underlying 
code means if any issues arise, a developer can 
quickly diagnose and correct the problem.

CONS:
• Detailed processes needed to ensure brand 

compliance: Because users now have complete 
control over the email, Eloqua administrators will 
have to implement more business procedures to 
ensure that outgoing emails meet brand standards.

• Steeper learning curve: The user interface includes the 
full array of Oracle Eloqua email components, which 
can be daunting at first. It’s less intuitive, which means 
new users will have to learn what everything does.

• Easier to break the layout: Making small changes 
to the HTML or CSS code can have dramatic and 
sometimes unpredictable effects, especially when it 
comes to how the email renders in different email 
clients. Coding for Gmail and Outlook can be 
especially tricky. Because the underlying code is 
accessible, some users might make small changes 
without realizing the wider effects that may have.

Ultimately, each organization is different. Some find that 
closed templates are best for them, some decide on open 
templates, while other may use a mixed approach. Hopefully, 
this will help you decide which option best suits your team’s 
needs. 

The groundwork is laid, it’s time to start our step-by-step for 
building email templates.

http://relationshipone.com/
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CHAPTER 3: 
HOW TO USE  
ELOQUA TEMPLATES
FIRST, THE WHAT:
Oracle Eloqua offers several different templates right out-of-
the-box. A template is a preconfigured asset, ready for you to 
use. You will find templates for emails, landing pages, forms, 
including the new responsive templates! You also have the 
option to create your own organizational templates and save 
them for other users to utilize. You can also create templates 
for Campaigns, Segments and Programs. 

Eloqua offers optional restrictions that can be put in place 
for landing page and email templates. Learn more about this 
in the “Template Manger” section of this article.

THEN, THE WHY:
More and more we are looking for ways to keep a consistent 
brand messaging and format for our campaigns. Using 
a template with standard headers, footers and message 
formatting goes a long way towards this goal. Perhaps you 
have a series of emails, with a common theme or have legal 
information that needs to be on all emails or landing pages. 
Creating and using templates will help keep uniformity and a 
consistent branding. To further help to keep the consistency, 
we can now protect these precious templates too so there are 
no accidental unwanted changes. 

How many times have you created a segment where you 
need to add all the standard criteria to comply with your 
organizational processes? Did you get them all, did you leave 
any out? Does it include or exclude? Don’t forget to exclude 
those hard bouncebacks. Remove the hassle of trying to 
remember it all by creating a Segment template. 

NOW FOR THE HOW:
Now let’s look at how to use templates. You have the option 
of using the existing out-of-the-box templates provided by 
Eloqua or you can create your own templates. I will show 
you how to use each of these and also show you how to 
protect those templates that you created so they stay the way 
you intended. Nothing worse than spending a lot of time 

and patience creating something and have it disappear in 
one key stroke. 

USE EXISTING ELOQUA TEMPLATES
When you create an email, or landing page, in Eloqua you 
have the option to create it in an html or a responsive design 
format. The new responsive design editors have a really great 
drag and drop user interface that allows you to create rich 
responsive assets. 

Let’s take a look at using the existing out-of-the-box 
templates available to you. 

CREATE A NEW EMAIL USING AN EXISTING TEMPLATE:
To create a new Email using a Template: 

1. Click on Assets > Emails

 ° Click on “Create an Email” then select 
the “Blank Responsive Email” or one of 
the other out-of-the-box templates. 
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In the Template Chooser. You have several options to choose from.

1. Blank Responsive Email

2. Blank HTML Email 

3. Select from one of the several out-of-the-box templates

4. You can also click on “All Files” in the left column 
to show templates that have been created by you 
or someone else in your Eloqua Instance.

After you decide on a template, select it and click on Choose, 
in the bottom right corner of your screen. 

Now you can begin to edit the template and create your email. 
The Template will have all images and text saved within the 
template. You will be required to add the following items: 

1. Name of your Email

2. Select an Email Group

Once you have your email the way you want it, save it and 
you are ready to use it. 

CREATE A NEW LANDING PAGE USING 
AN EXISTING TEMPLATE:
To create a new Landing Page using a Template: 

1. Click on Assets > Landing Pages

 ° Click on “Create a Landing Page” then select 
the “Blank Responsive Landing Page” or one 
of the other out-of-the-box templates.

 

2. After you find the template you want to 
use, select it and click on Choose, in the 
bottom right corner of your screen. 

Once you have your Landing Page edit screen, you can edit and 
create your page. The Template will have all images and text 
saved with the template. You will need to add the following items: 

1. Name your Landing Page (required)

2. Select the Microsite (required)

3. Add a Vanity URL (optional)

After you have made your edits, save it and you are ready to 
use your page.

CREATE A NEW CAMPAIGN USING 
AN EXISTING TEMPLATE:
To create a new Campaign using a Template: 

1. Click on Orchestration > Campaigns

 ° Click on “Create a Multi-Step Campaign” 

2. Select a template

 ° Blank Campaign

 ° Eloqua Best Practices

 ° Other templates created by others 
in your Eloqua System

3. Once you find the template you want to 
use, select it and click on Choose, in the 
bottom right corner of your screen. 

Once you have your Campaign Canvas edit screen, you can 
edit and create your Campaign. The Template will have 
all steps saved with the template. You will need to add the 
following items: 

1. Name your Campaign

2. Verify all Asset Steps (Emails, 
Segments, Shared Lists, etc.)

3. Verify all decision steps (Compare 
Contact fields, Sent Email, etc.)

4. Verify all Action Steps (Wait times, 
Add to Campaigns, etc.)

chapter 3 continued
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chapter 3 continued

5. Check Campaign field and CRM Campaign ID if used

Once you have made any edits that you need, save it and you 
are ready to use your Campaign.

CREATE A NEW FORM USING AN EXISTING TEMPLATE:
To create a new Form using a Template: 

1. Click on Assets > Forms

 ° Click on “Create a Form” 

*Note: After August 2019, you will not be able to create new assets 
using the Classic Form Design editor. As of May 2020, all classic 
design assets will be view-only and not editable. To get ahead of 
the game, we suggest using “Save As” and “Save As Template” to 
start transitioning existing classic forms to responsive forms.

2. Select a template 

 ° Blank Responsive Form

 ° *Blank Form (Classic editor)

 ° *Basic Form (Classic editor)

 ° Eloqua Best Practices 

 ° Other templates created by others 
in your Eloqua System

3. After you have decided on a template you 
want to use, select it and click on Choose, in 
the bottom right corner of your screen. 

Once you have your Form edit screen, you can edit and create 
your Form. The Template will have all fields and processing 
steps saved with the template. You will need to add or verify 
the following items: 

1. Name your Form

2. Provide a new unique HTML Name 
(optional, but recommended)

3. Verify all processing steps and links

Once you have made any edits that you need, save it and you 
are ready to use your Form.

CREATE A NEW SEGMENT USING AN EXISTING TEMPLATE: 
To create a new Segment using a Template: 

1. Click on Audience > Segments

 ° Click on “Create a Segment” 

2. Select a template

 ° Blank Segment

 ° Eloqua Best Practices 

 ° Other templates created by others 
in your Eloqua System

3. Once you find the template you want to 
use, select it and click on Choose, in the 
bottom right corner of your screen. 

After you have your Segment edit screen, you can edit and 
create your Segment. The Template will have all criteria 
saved with the template. You will need to add or verify the 
following items: 

1. Name your Segment

2. Verify all criteria in the Segment

3. Save the Segment to View the new Contacts

4. Verify the Contacts in the Segment are 
correct (View Contacts in the upper right 
corner to view contacts in the Segment) 

Once you have made any edits that you need, save it and you 
are ready to use your Segment.
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CHAPTER 3: 
CREATING NEW TEMPLATES

CREATING NEW TEMPLATES
CREATE A NEW EMAIL OR LANDING PAGE TEMPLATE:
To create a new Email or Landing Page Template you can 
follow these steps:

1. Create and SAVE a new Email or Landing Page 
or open an existing Email or Landing Page

 ° Make sure you have no draft errors

 ¯ If you do see the little red numbers, you 
can double click on them to find out what 
the errors are for and you can correct 
them and Save your email again. 

2. Click on the “File”menu item in the top 
right and select “Save As Template”

 ° Select a Name for your template

 ° (optional) Enter a Description

 ° (optional) Text to Display Link: This links 
to a file or location on another website that 
could provide information for users when 
creating emails using this template.

 ° (optional) URL for Link: This field 
contains the URL to which the user will be 
redirected upon clicking on the link text.

 ° (optional) Location: Select the location 
in which your template will be saved.

3. Select the “Use Thumbnail” checkbox if you 
want a thumbnail image of your template 
to be shown in the Template Chooser.

4. After you have Saved your template, it 
will be available for use as a Template to 
create a new Email or Landing page. 

5. You can edit the Templates from the Template 
Manger which will be discussed in this document. 

CREATE NEW TEMPLATES FOR CAMPAIGNS CANVAS, 
FORMS, PROGRAM CANVAS AND SEGMENTS
Creating these templates is pretty much the same as creating 
them for Landing Pages and Emails, except you do not have 
the “Template Manager” option. 

 “SAVE AS” A TEMPLATE
TO MAKE A NEW TEMPLATE YOU 
CAN FOLLOW THESE STEPS:

1. Create and SAVE a new Campaign Canvas, Form, 
Program Canvas or Segment, or open an existing 
Campaign Canvas, Form, Program or Segment.

 ° Make sure you have no draft errors

 ¯ If you do see the little red numbers, you 
can double click on them to find out what 
the errors are for and you can correct 
them and Save your email again. 

2. To “Save As” a Template

 ° For Campaign Canvas, click on the File menu 
item and click on “Save As Template”

 ° For Forms, click on the “File” menu item in 
the top right and select “Save As Template”

 ° For Program Canvas, click on the “File” menu item 
in the top left and click on “Save As Template”

 ° For Segments, click on the “File” menu item in 
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chapter 3 continued

the top right and select “Save As Template”

 ¯ Select a Name for your template

 ¯ (optional) Enter a Description

 ¯ (optional) Text to Display Link: This links 
to a file or location on another website that 
could provide information for users when 
creating emails using this template.

 ¯ (optional) URL for Link: This field 
contains the URL to which the user will be 
redirected upon clicking on the link text.

 ° Select the “Change Icon” button if you want 
to change the Icon image for your template 
to be shown in the Template Chooser. 

3. After you have Saved your template, it will be 
available to use as a Template to create new 
Campaigns, Forms, Programs or Segments.

TEMPLATE MANAGER
Here is where all the control happens! This is where you are 
able to protect the precious templates you created. 

The Template Manager is available for Emails and Landing 
Pages. You must have template manager permissions to 
access this feature.

Note: To grant template manager permissions, you will need to 
access the Users and Security section found in Settings > Users. 
Select the Groups tab, select your group and then click on Action 
Permissions, Click on Edit and select “Manage Templates” in the 
Template Manager section found all the way at the bottom of the 
page. Click Save.

The Template Manager allows you to create and modify 
templates for Eloqua users in your Instance. You also have 
the option to assign very detailed settings to all areas of 
your Emails and Landing Pages. Assets can be placed in 
Protected Mode, then you are able to define specific areas to 
be modified when the new asset is created. This allows you 

to maintain brand consistency across your Campaigns and 
ensures important messaging is included in all emails and 
landing pages. 

USING PROTECTED MODE 
FOR YOUR TEMPLATES
Protected templates allow you to control what users can 
modify or delete. After the template is protected, elements 
with protection appear with a protected indicator. You can 
access the Protected mode option provided with your Email 
and Landing Page Templates from the “Template Manager”. 

EMAIL TEMPLATE MANAGER FOR 
THE DESIGN EDITOR   

1. Click on Assets -> Emails, then 
select “Manage Templates”

 ° Select the Template you would like to 
edit and click on Choose in the bottom 
right corner of your screen.

Once your Email Template is Open, you can begin to define 
specific areas where you want to allow users to modify the 
email. To begin follow these steps:

1. Click on the  icon to access the Settings area

 ° Click on the “Protected Content” 
button, changing it to Blue

 ¯ You will notice the status of the email 
template, shown in the top left corner, will 
change from “Standard” to “Protected.”

2. Now that your Email is in Protected mode, everything 
is locked. You will need to select specific items that 
you want to allow the user to modify or delete 
when they use this template to create emails. 

 ° Allow Changes to Style – Select this option to allow 
users to change the layout settings, Background 
image, border image or the default email style.
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chapter 3 continued

 ° Allow Changes to Content – Select this option 
to allow changes to the overall email design, 
such as adding or moving content or layouts.

3. Select the content block that you want to allow 
changes, then click on the button to allow 
changes to the content. You will notice the 
lock icon on the content when it is locked.

Note: You cannot protect a layout, but you can prevent users from 
changing the settings for all layouts using the Protected Content 
settings above.

Be sure to Save your Template!

LANDING PAGE TEMPLATE MANAGER 
USING THE DESIGN EDITOR
Using the Land Page Template Manager in design mode is 
very similar to using the Email Template manager for Design 
Emails as shown above. 

4. Click on Assets -> Landing Pages 
then select “Manage Templates

 ° Select the “Responsive Design Template” you would 
like to edit and click on Choose in the bottom 
right corner of your screen. (A Design template is 
a landing page where you do not see the html code, 
one that was created with the drag and drop tools)

Once your Landing Page Template is Open, you can begin 
to define specific areas where you want to allow users to 
modify the page. To begin follow these steps:

1. Click on the  icon to access the Settings area

 ° Click on the “Protected Content” 
button, changing it to Blue

 ° You will notice the status of the landing page 
template, shown in the top left corner, will 
change from “Standard” to “Protected.”

2. Now that your Landing Page is in Protected 
mode, everything is locked. You will need to 
select specific items that you want to allow the 
user to modify or delete when they use this 
template to create responsive landing pages. 

 ° Allow Changes to Style – Select this 
option to allow users to change the layout 
settings, Background image, border image 
or the default landing page styles.

 ° Allow Changes to Content – Select this option to 
allow changes to the overall landing page design, 
such as adding or moving content or layouts

3. Select the content block that you want to allow 
changes, then click on the button to allow 
changes to the content. You will notice the 
lock icon on the content when it is locked.
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Note: You cannot protect a layout, but you can prevent users from 
changing the settings for all layouts using the Protected Content 
settings above.

Be sure to Save your Template!

EMAIL TEMPLATE MANAGER – HTML 
EMAILS (SOURCE EDITOR)
Eloqua also allows you to protect your html templates in the 
source editor. Please Note, you will need some basic html 
skills to complete this task. 

As with the Design Editor templates, you have the option 
to protect the entire email or define specific areas as 
editable. 

1. Click on Assets -> Emails, then 
select “Manage Templates”

 ° Select the Template Type “HTML Templates”

 ° Select the HTML Template you would 
like to edit and click on Choose in the 
bottom right corner of your screen.

To place this template in Protected mode you will need to 
add at least one area in your email as editable. Once you 
define at least one area as editable, any undefined elements 
will remain locked until you define them otherwise.

You can define specific areas of the email where you want to 
allow the user to modify. To begin follow these steps:

1. Right-click on an email element that you would 
like to define to open the Settings dialog box. 

 ° Select “Mark as Editable” to allow 
the users to change the element

 ¯ Provide a descriptive name if needed to 
help identify the intent of the element.

 ° Select “Allow Delete” to allow the 
element to be removed.

 ° Click on Save

You also have the option to manually add protection 
attributes.

The following html elements are available to set as modifiable:

 ° Some block level elements and HTML5 elements 
(<article>, <aside>, <blockquote>, <caption>, 
<div>, <details>, <fig>, <figure>, <footer>, 
<header>, <nav>, <section>, <summary>)

 ° Headers (<h1>, <h2>, <h3>, and so on)

 ° Images (<img>)

Note: The items above are supported by Oracle Eloqua. Other 
elements may function correctly, but Oracle Eloqua cannot verify 
the functionality.

There are two different code settings that can be manually 
placed on the html elements:

The following attributes will need to be placed within the 
element that you wish to modify. 

 ° elq-edit=”true” This will define a tag/
section as editable in a template

 ¯ <div elq-edit=”true”> </div>

 ¯ <h1 elq-edit=”true”> </h1>

 ° elq-delete=”true” This will define 
a tag/section as delete able

 ¯ <div elq-delete=”true”> </div>

 ¯ <h1 elq-delete=”true”> </h1>

 ° Example code

 ¯ <td bgcolor=”#00c424” style=”font-family: Arial, 
Helvetica, sans-serif; font-weight: bold; font-size: 
16px; color: #ffffff; padding-left: 10%; padding-
right: 5%; padding-top: 10px; padding-bottom: 
10px; line-height: 24px; min-width: 100%;” 
class=”” elq-edit=”true” elq-delete=”true”>

 ¯ <img src=”http://images.response.domain.com/
EloquaImages/clients/Lexmark/{57c640b8-74f8-
49c7-96cf-ea37e1be04dd}_InteriorBanner_
SharedServices2015_Postshow-THUMB.
jpg” style=”display: block;” width=”120” 
class=”” elq-edit=”true” elq-delete=”true”>

 ¯ <div elq-edit=”true” class=”h1”> 
Get more clicks! </div>

2. After all items are set, Save the template

 ° You will see a blue dashed border around the 
element on the template. Items without the blue 
dashed border are locked and non-editable. 

3. When a user creates an HTML email 
using a Protected template, the source 
code and design tools are not visible. 

 ° To modify the items that have been designated 
as editable, the user can right click on the 
item to view the available options. 

http://relationshipone.com/
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chapter 3 continued

LANDING PAGE TEMPLATE MANAGER – HTML EMAILS
As with the Design Landing Page templates, you have the option to 
protect the entire landing page or define specific areas as editable. 

1. Click on Assets -> Landing Pages 
then select “Manage Templates

 ° Select the “HTML Template” you would 
like to edit and click on Choose in the 
bottom right corner of your screen. 

To place this template in Protected mode you will need to 
add at least one area as editable. Once you define at least one 
area in your landing page as editable, any undefined elements 
will remain locked. 

You can define specific areas of the email where you want to 
allow the user to modify. To begin follow these steps:

1. Right-click on an email element that you would 
like to define to open the Settings dialog box. 

 ° Select “Mark as Editable” to allow 
the users to change the element

 ¯ Provide a Name descriptive name if needed 
to help identify the intent of the element.

 ° Select “Allow Delete” to allow the 
element to be removed.

 ° Click on Save

You also have the option to manually add protection 
attributes. 

The following html elements are available to set as modifiable:

• Some block level elements and HTML5 elements 
(<article>, <aside>, <blockquote>, <caption>, 
<div>, <details>, <fig>, <figure>, <footer>, 
<header>, <nav>, <section>, <summary>)

• Headers (<h1>, <h2>, <h3>, and so on)

• Images (<img>)

Note: The items above are supported by Oracle Eloqua. Other 
elements may function correctly, but Oracle Eloqua cannot verify 
the functionality.

There are two different code settings that can be manually 
placed on the html elements:

The following attributes will need to be placed within the 
element that you wish to modify. 

• elq-edit=”true” This will define a tag/
section as editable in a template

 ° <div elq-edit=”true”> </div>

 ° <h1 elq-edit=”true”> </h1>

• elq-delete=”true” This will define 
a tag/section as delete able

 ° <div elq-delete=”true”> </div>

 ° <h1 elq-delete=”true”> </h1>

• Example code

 ° <div elq-edit=”true” class=”h2”> 
Taco Tuesday </div>

 ° <td bgcolor=”#00c424” style=”font-family: Arial, 
Helvetica, sans-serif; font-weight: bold; font-size: 
16px; color: #ffffff; padding-left: 10%; padding-
right: 5%; padding-top: 10px; padding-bottom: 
10px; line-height: 24px; min-width: 100%;” 
class=”” elq-edit=”true” elq-delete=”true”>

 ° <img src=”http://images.response.domain.com/
EloquaImages/clients/Lexmark/{57c640b8-74f8-
49c7-96cf-ea37e1be04dd}_InteriorBanner_
SharedServices2015_Postshow-THUMB.
jpg” style=”display: block;” width=”120” 
class=”” elq-edit=”true” elq-delete=”true”>

 ° <div elq-edit=”true” class=”h1”> 
Get more clicks! </div>

2. After all items are set, Save the template

 ° You will see a blue dashed border around the 
element on the template. Items without the blue 
dashed border are locked and non-editable. 

3. When a user creates an HTML landing 
page using a Protected template, the source 
code and design tools are not visible. 

 ° To modify the items that have been designated 
as editable, the user can right click on the 
item to view the available options. 

Templates are a good way to save time when creating assets 
as well as standardize the look and feel of your Campaigns. 
Using Segment and form templates limited errors in segment 
criteria and form processing steps. 

http://relationshipone.com/


You’re an expert in all things Oracle Eloqua Templates! Or, at 
least, you are getting there. With these tools in your belt, you 
can start exploring and testing new templates to help save your 
marketing organization valuable time. 

As always, we have loved guiding you through another part of 
Oracle Eloqua. If you need more personal support, please contact 
us. We love setting companies up for success!
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WRAPPING 
THINGS UP

https://www.relationshipone.com/connect/contact-us/
https://www.relationshipone.com/connect/contact-us/
http://relationshipone.com/

